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Manuals


Informative about the process and written in an engaging style, but somewhat Dated concerning technology.


A basic introduction, with good “how to” suggestions and some discussion of ethics. Written in a very accessible question-and-answer format.


Very useful for students. While it contains some theoretical discussion, it is basically a very good “here is how you do it” guide. Particularly instructive are the included sample forms. (Useful forms also may be found in: McKay, Nancy. *Curating Oral Histories: From Interview to Archive*. Walnut Creek, CA: Left Coast Press, 2006.)


Accessible and comprehensive: covers ethics, methodology, techniques, theoretical issues of memory, interpersonal relations, the role of the narrator, and other topics.

Collections of Essays


Effective for teaching. Many short, diverse chapters. Has excerpts or article-length versions of many of the longer readings on this list. The section on oral history as advocacy can be used to engage with broader questions in public history


Effective as a classroom text. Puts oral history in a broad context with memory studies.
**Individual Essays and Books**


Offers good ideas about how to use community organizing style techniques when pursuing a long community history project. Good for both undergraduates and graduates.


Although any individual essay in this collection can be used effectively for a class on oral history, the book as a whole works wonderfully to unfold the problems and biases in many different source materials, including oral histories, newspaper accounts, and later secondary sources. For instructors looking for diversity in readings (culture or geography), this book compares an Italian case study and an American one. It also is helpful in documenting challenges in recording political movements.


An important essay which offers a good overview and defense of the practice of oral history.


A critical look at the problems and missteps in a big oral history project. It exposes not only the challenges of public history, but also the different expectations of academically-trained historians and Baltimore residents over the purpose of oral history. Students like this essay.


Short selections that are easy to read. The stories are appealing to undergraduate students as a way to get a feeling for what it was like to live through the Great Depression. For sophisticated students, the book can be used to question the validity of Terkel’s techniques in comparison to standard, best practices among oral historians.